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INTRODUCTION
The Seattle Space Needle was built for the 1962 World’s Fair.
The idea behind the towering design was to incorporate a
space-like object along with a large structure that could
withstand the forces of nature. The main goal of the design
was to portray a tethered flying saucer. This 605 foot
structure officially became a landmark in 1999. It was built in
just 400 days, earning it the nickname “400 day wonder”.

Structure’s Design &
Purpose
The Space Needle stands 605 feet tall and is a popular
tourist attraction. Architect John Graham collaborated with
Edward (Eddie) Carlson after he brainstormed the idea of the
Space Needle from a doodle on a napkin. The tower was said
to be modeled after a UFO and a tethered balloon with the
idea of the space theme for the World’s Fair in 1962. Not
long after, was the tower structure to be the center stage of
the World’s Fair. Eddie also wanted there to be a restaurant
atop of the tower and dreamed up a rotating floor. Now
tourists can travel up to the top of the Space Needle to see a
view of Seattle with a quick bite to eat.

Social and Economic Factors
The Space Needle was essentially created to be a social and
economic hub for the city of Seattle from day one. During
the World Fair it attracted over 2.3 million guests, including
celebrities (like Elvis) and world leaders. The structure
instantly became an iconic part of Seattle and to this day
attracts visitors from all over the world, seeing an average of
1.3 million people per year. The average pay for workers
during the construction was $3.92/hour. At the time it was
built, the Space Needle was the tallest building and longest
continuous concrete pour west of the Mississippi River.
Today, the Space Needle employs over 7,000 people and
generates over a billion dollars per year in tourism.

Special Information &
Project’s Influence
The Space Needle was originally designed to show the world
Seattle's innovation and influence in the space program and
aviation. Without the construction of the Space Needle, many
feel that the Seattle World's Fair of 1962 would have never
happened at all. Community morale and support for the
projects taking place around the Seattle City Center were very
low until the Space Needle began to take shape in the spring
of 1961. Once the Tower was built, an all time high of funding
and support poured into the fair organizers. Also important,
was the fact that the funding for the Space needle was nearly
entirely private. Public money wasn't brought in till later in
history with some of the renovation projects that have taken
place.
The Space Needle today is as much a world landmark for the
City of Seattle as the Eiffel Tower of Paris or the Statue of
Liberty for the city of New York.

Political Factors
The Space Needle was privately funded, which made
locating a site for it rather difficult since the city was not a
part of its creation. Eventually, they were able to locate an
old fire station and purchase its lot for $75,000. At this point,
the project was nearly dead, but finding the land recharged
everyone and construction quickly began.
To finance the project, the Pentagram Corporation was
created by Bailey Wright, Howard Wright, John Graham, Ned
Skinner and Norton Clapp. These investors all spent their
own money to have the structure built and later on Howard
Wright took full control of the structure, changing the
Pentagram Corporation to the Space Needle Corporation. To
this day, the Space Needle Corporation is still the owner of
the Seattle Space Needle.

Construction Timeline
● 1959- Chief organizer of the 1962 World’s Fair Edward Carlson
and Architect, John Gram Jr and his team form the design for
the Space Needle. The Space Needle was to resemble a UFO
flying high above the city.
● March 1961- Property was purchased for site Space Needle.
(120’x120’)
● April 17, 1961- Excavation for the 12’ wide x 30’ deep
foundation begins.
● May 22, 1961- Foundation is poured in one 12 hr continuous
pour. This was the largest continuous pour in US History at the
time and took 467 cement trucks.
● June 30, 1961- Tower Steel Bases are connected to the
foundation using 72- 30’ bolts.
● December 1961- The Space Needle Tower is deemed
substantially complete. Work continues on the observation
deck, restaurant, and elevators.
● April 20, 1962- The final elevator is installed and the project is
deemed complete one day before the grand opening and the
start of the Seattle World's Fair of 1962.
● April 21, 1962- Grand Opening and First day of the World Fair.

Conclusion
If it wasn’t for the Space theme of the 1962 World Fair, the
Seattle Space Needle would have never been dreamed up,
and without the Space Needle being completed in time
there’s a chance the Fair never would have even happened.
What started as a simple doodle on a napkin has now
become not only an iconic part of the Seattle skyline, but
one of the most well known and easily recognized structures
in the world. It features local cuisine in the restaurant at the
top and continues to generate tourism and money for the
PNW.
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